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The property of the couple is the economic basis for husband and wife to set up a 
family, the marital property agreement system recognizes and protects the ownership, 
distribution, possession, using, profit, disposition of the premarital property and the 
property acquired during the existing marriage by law. Different people or the same 
people at different times can implement different marital property system. The 
establishment of marital property system is not only influenced by social and 
economic development level, as well as by people's concept of marriage and family, 
and is closely related to the traditional customs. In the long feudal society in China, 
the family acted as the basic social unit, the consciousness of husband and wife was  
ingrained, the property system adapted to the times became the basic system of the 
martial property then. The marital property agreement system was confirmed by 
Marriage Law of the Peoples’ Republic of China in 1980.With the development of 
social and market economic, the independence of the individual is more and more 
prominent，the equality between husband and wife and the principle of autonomy is 
deeply rooted in everyone's mind, more and more people accept the marital property 
agreement system.  
The martial property agreement system is corresponding to the legal marital 
property system, it is a kind of marital property system, the confirmation of it is adapt 
to our country market economy development process of individual demand for 
autonomy and freedom of marriage is important reflect.  
The martial property agreement system breaks the restrictions of the income 
during the marriage belongs to husband and wife in the legal property system, 
allowing the couple to deal with the ownership and utilization of the marital property 
in agreement. The martial property agreement system fully protect the freedom of 
marriage, adapt to the needs of the development of the market economy. However, 
there is much blank or predicament in judicial practice at present, it is not conducive 
to settle the disputes and protect the interests of creditor. The existing provisions 
doesn’t specify the time of agreement, doesn’t make clear the subject’s qualifications, 
lack of registration publicity  programs and the change or the revocation procedure of 













disputes between the parties often, at the same time; the court also lacks a clear basis 
for judgment in judicial practice. 
In this paper, beginning with the problem faced to practice of the martial 
property agreement system, analyze the nature of the system. By case analysis, 
comparing the foreign system of couple's agreed property law, we will analyze the 
existing problems and the reasons of current martial property agreement system, and 
finally achieve the purpose of this study, put forward the suggestions of perfecting our 
country's martial property agreement system. There are four chapters, the contents 
are as follows: 
This article first introduces the summary on the martial property agreement 
system. This chapter mainly defines the concept and nature of this system, it is the 
product of legal protection of individual autonomy and a product to satisfy the needs 
of the new social and family relations, it still belongs to a contract in essence. The 
martial property agreement system is the product of social development to a certain 
stage; it has experienced a long development process until various countries began to 
put recognition and protection on it. By reviewing the history of the martial property 
agreement system, we can know the social attributes and legal value of the martial 
property agreement system better. Investigate the development of domestic spouse 
property system and its significance. Carding the martial property agreement system 
in "marriage law", which leads to the purpose of this paper. 
Secondly, after investigating on foreign martial property agreement system, 
comparing the martial property agreement system in China, finding out the 
differences and gaps of the martial property agreement system in our country, and for 
the improvement of the martial property agreement system for reference. This paper 
has chosen the continental law system represented by Germany, France and Britain, 
the United States as representatives of Anglo-American law system countries 
legislation be researched on the marital property agreement, both the civil law statutes 
and common law countries determined by judicial practice code of conduct, for the 
publication of the martial property agreement system and tries to make clear to 
alteration, revocation procedure and effectiveness, the perfection of the martial 
property agreement system  in China has a positive significance. 
Thirdly, based on analysis of the defects in the martial property agreement 
system in our country, the paper analysis of the current legislation and comparison 













 about the martial property agreement system exist many flaws, such as "general 
principles of the civil law" and the "marriage law" lack of marital property system of 
the convention's general provisions, marital property prescribed scope too narrow, the 
husband and wife property unknown time as well as the main body behavior ability 
regulation. At the same time, the lack of the corresponding registration of the public 
and the provisions of the change and revocation, the martial property agreement 
system in China was the improvement of the large space. 
Finally, according to China's martial property agreement system in practice, 
combining the achievement abroad, the paper put forward suggestions of perfecting 
our country's martial property agreement system. In order to define the martial 
property agreement system, we should establish the future civil code, joining the 
general provisions of martial property agreement system. At the same time, make 
clear the scope, time, and the subject’s qualifications, increase registration publicity 
programs and the change or the revocation procedure of the marital property 
agreement, strengthen protection of the third party’s interests. The above measures 
will make legal rational and practical function of the system in China better. 
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